Thunder Voice Angel
Revelation 10:1-7
You are the apostle John, and through a series of dreams and visions, the Lord has
transported you to a spiritual realm where he gives you supernatural sight to witness
celestial beings that no human eye has seen before. Amidst the carnage and horror of
Armageddon, you see an angel with the face of a shining sun. He walks on the sea and
shouts with thunder. His rainbow halo shines, his cloud cloak shrouds as he speaks with
the risen Messiah and gives you a scroll to eat. Stories like the Thunder Voice Angel
force us to reconcile ourselves with the reality that the God of heaven and earth is
beyond comprehension. If we can understand and explain the god we serve, then he is
not truly the all-consuming fire of the Ancient of Days who breathed out the universe
and revealed his kingdom through dreams and visions that dropped some of the most
spiritually-mature leaders in the Bible to their knees in fear and awe. The Bible teaches
us that the fear of Yahweh is the beginning of wisdom, and this master icon captures a
scene that inspires us to experience again the power of El Shaddai. The nations are
searching, longing for someone to understand them and save them, and billions of our
fellow humans still have not heard his name. All things are possible through Christ who
strengthens us, and we depend completely upon him for boldness and guidance to
share stories like this one with people we have met in his harvest fields. Let us not keep
created beings like this angel lost in forgotten prophecies; instead, make a list of your
neighbors and go tell them this angel’s story. May you see abundant fruit from your bold
witness of Christ and his kingdom to those who are perishing!
Thunder Voice Angel story sketches:
Sketch #1: Angel, cloud, & rainbow - This picture is the story logo. This sketch illustrates
what is distinct about this story: a cloud-covered angel shouting with a rainbow halo.
Sketch #2: Angel, sea, & land - This picture illustrates the first part of the story where
John witnesses the angel approaching and describes him.
Sketch #3: Lightning bolt - This picture illustrates the second part of the story where the
angel shouts and seven thunders prophesy.
Sketch #4: Blowing trumpet - This picture illustrates the third part of the story where the
angel prophesies a seventh angel who blows a trumpet, and God’s plan is fulfilled.

